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Figure 1: Top view of two types of bicycle-car interaction: (a) A bicycle-car crossing interaction with the location of 
the bicycle center, , and the car center, , in reference to the origin  of the global fixed coordinate system. The 
thick red horizontal line at the origin is the potential collision line. The initial distances from the origin are  for the 
bicycle and  for the car. The initial velocities are  for the bicycle and  for the car. (b) A bicycle following lead 
car scenarios with the location of the bicycle center, , and the car center, , in reference to the origin  of the 
global fixed coordinate system. The initial distances from the origin are  for the bicycle and  for the car. The 
initial velocities are  for the bicycle and  for the car. The constant acceleration of the car is , which is negative 
for the suddenly braking car scenario, zero for the halted car scenario and positive for the accelerating car scenario.

Table 1: Proportions of misclassifications in % between the Newtonian mechanics model and TTC or H for 
the four critical scenarios and for a flat dry road and a downhill wet road. 

crossing scenario 

bicycle following suddenly braking car scenario

bicycle following halted car scenario

bicycle following car accelerating from standstill
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Figure 2. Comparison of misclassifications between the Newtonian mechanics-based model and a TTC with a 
safety threshold of 1.2 s for the bicycle-car crossing scenario and a dry flat level road. The set of interactions 
considered are all combinations for an initial position of the bicycle ( ) between 2 to 21 m and an initial 
velocity of the bicycle ( ) between 5 to 45 km/h. All other parameters were kept constant. The green safe-safe 
area and dark red unsafe-unsafe area are combinations where the prediction of the TTC agrees with the 
outcome of the model, whereas the light red unsafe-safe area are combinations where the TTC predicts a safe 
but the model outcome is an unsafe interaction. The percentage as a fraction of the square area are: safe-safe 
66%, unsafe-unsafe 25%, unsafe-safe 9% (see Table 1). 
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